[Search for functional domain boundaries and localization of functional sites based on oligopeptide vocabularies].
A new method based on the analysis of oligopeptide composition of the amino acid sequences from different protein families is presented. We assume, that any protein family can be characterized by the set of oligopeptides (oligopeptides vocabulary). We demonstrate, that oligopeptides vocabulary comparison can distinguish different families from each other and from random sequences. It should be noted, that this comparison can be successfully performed on the set of only 25 dipeptides and without preliminary alignment. We demonstrate, that characteristic peptides are localized in the regions of functional significance, as shown on the example of GTP-binding domain of translation elongation factors. We suggest how to use this method to localize the boundaries of functional domains in amino sequences. On the example of few functional domains we demonstrate, that the average error of prediction does not exceed 3-4 amino acid residue.